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life is complicated.
fat tony is not.

SIMPLY BR ILLIANT.
BRILLIANTLY SIMPLE.
Th e ar t i s n ot to g ive away yo u r ge n i u s at th e f i rs t gl an ce .

design by graft

Dressed by Eduard Dressler

simply
GRAFT.
Fat Tony is different from the crowd.
Fat Tony doesn’t want to be a chiselled model. Fat
Tony wants to impress others by the charm that is the
healthy beauty of well-formed curves. This modular
sofa system transposes an image of pure grace into
the world of furniture, suggesting – not just visually –
the perfect relaxation of youthful form. Yet these
distinct elements are striking not only by their
outer appearance. Their unusual upholstery structure makes for a particularly ergonomic feeling
when you sit on them. Nor do they limit your individuality: with easy-to-vary modules allowing countless combinations, your creative ideas are given
free rein. This versatility, coupled with a timeless
design, means Fat Tony can be used to make an
impact in any space, either in its own right, or in
high-impact groups.

Graft: Thomas Willemeit / Gregor Hoheisel / Wolfram Putz / Lars Krückeberg

SIMPLY EVERYWHERE.
As adaptable as a chameleon.

Bachelor pad or loft, living room or hotel lobby – Fat Tony is at home anywhere.
Its three different elements make it uniquely versatile and make it look great in any location.
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SIMPLY MASTERFUL.
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easy,R60but not simpl ist ic.
Its minimalist design lends Fat Tony a certain simplicity, yet on closer inspection this itself turns
out to be an understatement. That is because what is inside the three cubic modules is something quite out of the ordinary. It’s where high-end comfort meets timelessly modern design.
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We’re talking inner values.
Fat Tony’s zigzag and coil springs are longer-lasting and more
comfortable than a simple foam block, thus guaranteeing maximum quality. High-grade cold foam in the back and base ensures
maximum comfort, and solid beech load-bearing parts keep the
modules in shape for a whole lifetime.
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An unusual upholstery structure produces a special, ergonomic feeling
when you sit. Instead of sinking in, you’re supported in an ideal sitting position.
But of course there’s no lack of comfort, and nothing to stop you relaxing to
do yourself some good.
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SIMPLY TIMELESS.

It’s only a matter of time before FAT TONY becomes a design classic.

Its simple yet high-end design, and its distinct, timeless form mean Fat Tony will never go out of
fashion. Its secret is that it doesn’t follow trends. It is a stylish classic, yet ultra-modern – and will
remain so today, tomorrow, and ever-after.

individual design

SIMPLY MORE possibilities.
If you don’t know what on earth to do with a run-of-the-mill sofa, then Fat Tony’s made for you.
Its unique versatility means you can assemble it exactly as you want it. Colours, materials,
combinations – there are no limits to the ways you can put it together.

Assemble to your liking.

Always different.

The three elements can be combined in different ways, giving you maximum
freedom of expression. You can put together the perfect arrangement for any
room, quickly and easily. The elements can either be joined permanently,
or arranged loosely alongside one another.

Because the elements can be detached and put together without
much work, the whole combination can be re-arranged whenever
you like. And of course you can always get more elements, so changing spaces won’t present a problem. Our Internet Configurator with
dimensions lets you discover what the ideal arrangement might look
like for your setting.

Colourful
a s you l i k e.
Countless fabrics from numerous col
lections await your selection. You can
have the entire group made from one
material, or have different cloths for
different components. You can even
modify separate elements within
themselves, making the body different from the back, the seat base different from the body valance, a mix
of leather and fabric – everything’s
possible, from subtle informality to
youthful brashness.

It’s simple.
If you value upmarket design, plenty of individuality and
the utmost comfort, then you’ll end up at Fat Tony’s door.

fat tony

SIMPLY FAT TONY.
Sitting will never be the same again.

Sofa system, couch, armchair, chaise longue or stool – with Fat Tony’s three movable
elements, simply ever ything is possible.

welcome

Welcome to
jab furniture.
JAB Furniture
Potsdamer Straße 180
33719 Bielefeld • Germany
Tel. +49 (0)521 9 88 34 33 - 0
Fax +49 (0)521 9 88 34 33 - 9
JAB-furniture@jab.de

JAB Furniture
Bielefeld Showroom
Potsdamer Straße 180
33719 Bielefeld • Germany
Tel. +49 (0)521 924270
Fax +49 (0)521 9242780
JAB-furniture@jab.de
Mon - Thu: 9.30 am - 5.30 pm
Fri: 9.30 am - 3 pm
Sat: on request

JAB Furniture
Munich Showroom
in House of JAB Anstoetz
Unterer Anger 3
80331 Munich
Tel. +49 (0)89 5488360
JABmuenchen@jab.de
Mon - Fri: 10 am - 7 pm
Sat: 11 am - 4 pm

